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A Simple, Proven Technique for Overcoming Any Crisis When a person is distracted by professional and personal crises, he or she works less productively, delivers poor results, and suffers from poor health. Yet employees and their managers are not equipped to resolve these crises effectively, which drag down otherwise valuable people and
hurt the organization. As a partner in a leading Washington law firm who is a crisis management veteran, Jim Moorhead has spent decades helping Fortune 500 companies and individuals survive crises. Drawing from his years of experience, he has devised a simple, actionable process based on proven business practices that will enable
managers to resolve personal crises at any level of any organization. You will instantly grasp the power of this four-step survival process: stay frosty, secure support, stand tall, and save your future. In addition to detailing how to use crisis management plans and other business tools, the author presents readers with personal stories of
individual survivors. In-depth profiles of Good Morning America anchor Robin Roberts, former Boston Red Sox manager Terry "Tito" Francona, and other well-known personalities provide a fascinating exploration of what survival really means. You will find satisfying solutions to professional and personal crises as you and your people become
Instant Survivors.
Discover: How to Gain Instant Business Transformation by implementing simple, easy and effecive Business Principles! Imagine what your life would be like if business felt simpler, easier and less stressful? Imagine how easy it would be to make money in business if you could only see it the way it is supposed to be seen? You can make this
happen by following a set of innovative yet basic SuperEntrepreneur rules that will automatically make the entire concept of business a thing of the present not just a wishful thought. Every new business owner faces an uphill battle for survival. It's believed that 80 percent of all new business startups fail within 18 months. Unfortunately, not
everyone can be a SuperEntrepreneur overnight. You might be fearful of things like failure or even success, you may not be able to maximise sale opportunity and reach the right number of clients, you may not be able to get the best out of your employees or associates.Whatever the roadblock you're facing reading, "The Business of Business"
will surely help shed some serious light on any of those dark areas. So what are the secrets to creating a super successful business that makes tens of thousands every month in sales, millions every year in revenue, and impacts the lives of billions around the world? The answers lie within these 201 tips. The game of business has never been
too complexed, the problem is that the majority of us are just not doing it well enough! Learn: How to Cover all Bases within your Business and become the MoneySmart Entrepreneur you were created to be! In the book, "The Business of Business", we show you our top 201 tips within the most crucial areas of a SuperEntrepreneur's business
life: Sellling. Marketing & Advertising, Financials (Money), Dealing With Customers, Management, Social Media Strategy, Technology, Legal/Tax/Government, Hiring & Firing, Product, Time Management, Health & Wellbeing, Personal Development, Networking, Building A Team & Pitching To Investors. Download: MoneySmarts (The Business of
Business): 201 SuperEntrepreneurs Tips For Instant Business Success! "The Business of Business" provides an action plan to maximize the many opportunities in business to really and truly succeed, on all fronts, not just on the surface. We will cover: Over 200 Tips to Effectively Build a Successful Business Model, Network, Product Portfolio &
Marketing Strategy Ways to Smartly Present Ideas and Concepts to Outside Investors The Importance of Health & Wellbeing in Business How To Build An Efficient Team that has the Most Amazing Company Family Culture How To Become A Better Communicator and Connector Important Pointers For New Entrepreneurs who are just Starting Up
in the World of Business & Entreprise The Secrets to True MoneySmart Financial Management & Good Monetary Stewardship Sales, Sales, Sales How To Correctly Deal With Customers & Truly Cater and Understand Consumer Needs Would You Like To Know More? Buy MoneySmarts (The Business of Business): 201 SuperEntrepreneurs Tips For
Instant Business Success! right now... Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Now button. You won't regret it!
NATIONAL BESTSELLERThe easiest-to-follow Instant Pot cookbook ever: 100 delicious recipes with more than 750 photographs guiding you every step of the way Jeffrey Eisner's popular Pressure Luck Cooking website and YouTube channel have shown millions of home cooks how to make magic in their Instant Pots. Now Eisner takes the
patient, fun, step-by-step approach that made him an online phenomenon and delivers a cookbook of 100 essential dishes that will demystify pressure cooking for Instant Pot users of all abilities--and put an astounding dinner on the table in a flash. Every flavor-filled recipe in this book is illustrated with clear photographs showing exactly what
to do in each step. There are no surprises: no hard-to-find ingredients, no fussy extra techniques, and nothing even the most reluctant cooks can't master in moments. What you see is truly what you get, in delicious and simple dishes such as: Mac & Cheese Quick Quinoa Salad French Onion Chicken Eisner's popular Best-Ever Pot Roast
Ratatouille Stew And even desserts such as Bananas Foster and Crème Brulée.
Instant CloudFlare Starter
PC/Computing
The Electrical Journal
Powerful Marketing Tips and Campaigns to Build Your Business F-A-S-T!
77 Instant-Action Ideas to Boost Sales, Maximize Profits, and Crush Your Competition
Mastering the Way of the Hawaiian Shaman Using Words, Images, Touch, and Energy
Written in the same conversational tone that made The Macintosh Bible such a success, this book takes the concept of the ultimate reference book one step further. With completely updated information, more graphics, and dramatically improved internal design, this book is destined to become the premiere general reference book for today's Mac enthusiasts.
Why can’t we convince others? And why won’t people listen? We say great things to people. We offer great products to prospects. We share our vision and passion with others. And they don’t believe us, they don’t buy, and they don’t share our vision and passion. We say great things, but people don’t believe us or act on our message. Why? Well, we don’t need more good things to say. Instead, we need to learn how to
get people to believe and trust the good things we are saying already. It’s not about the price. It’s not about the salesman’s breath. It is not about the leader’s PowerPoint presentation. It is all about the magical first few seconds when we meet people. What happens? In the first few seconds, people make an instant decision to: 1. Trust us. Believe us. Or, in the first few seconds, people make an instant decision to: 2.
Turn on the salesman alarm. Put on the “too good to be true” filter. Be skeptical. Look for “the catch.” This decision is immediate, and unfortunately, usually final. Tom "Big Al" Schreiter shows us exactly how to build a bond of trust and belief with prospects in seconds. How? By talking directly to the decision-making part of the brain, the subconscious mind. In this book, “How To Get Instant Trust, Belief, Influence And
Rapport! 13 Ways To Create Open Minds By Talking To The Subconscious Mind,” we will learn easy four- and five-word micro-phrases and simple, natural techniques that you can master within seconds. Yes, this is easy to do! Our message should be inside of other people’s heads, not bouncing off their foreheads. Our obligation is to get our message inside of their heads so they will have options and choices in their
lives. Now, if we can’t get people to trust and believe our message, then we will effectively be withholding our message from them. Use these short, easy, tested, clear techniques to build that instant rapport with other people. Then, everything else is easy. If you are a leader, a salesman, a network marketer, an influencer, a teacher, or someone who needs to communicate quickly and efficiently, this book is for you.
Order your copy now!
The Instant-Series Presents "Instant Wit" How to Be Witty and Come Up with the Right Things to Say Instantly! Surely you've encountered (or even know) that one particular individual in your life who seems to be able to pull "something witty to say" at the drop of a hat that knocks everyone's socks off - by generating the perfect responses for the perfect moment, cracking unexpected jokes making people laugh, or
bantering witty one-liner comments with their endless repertoire of repartees. So who is this Mr./Ms. Witty? You're scratching your head dumbfounded, yet in impressive awe...how in the world do they do it, and deep down secretly wanting to be like them. Who doesn't, right? Who wouldn't love to be admired, respected, and worshipped for their charming clever wit? Yet, it's much more than that. By being witty, you can
always come up with the right things to say, at the right time in expressing yourself clearly, concisely, and convincingly at an instant with few short words (no more, no less) that establishes more authority, credibility, and trust. That's the power of having a razor-sharp wit! If the pen is mightier than the sword, then the wit is sharper than the knife. However, let's be honest, being witty doesn't always come naturally,
especially for those who are less creative and more logical-prone. The good news is, your wit is like your muscle, and like any muscle, it can be trained and built up...all without needing to memorize any line by knowing a few structures and formulas to guide how to generate your responses. Within "Instant Wit": * How to use this "twister technique" to prepare yourself on what you should say, when the exact moment
occurs for your quick comeback. * How to strengthen your creative wit to banter witty one-liners with another person, for good fun or quick laugh. * How to cut down any opponent with your razor-sharp wit, so they won't dare mess with you ever again. * How to take whatever response you get and absorb it, to think of and respond back with the appropriate words. * How to use your clever wit to think fast on your feet
during tough situation, to handle it properly for the best outcome. * Plus, custom practical "how-to" strategies, techniques, applications and exercises to improve your wittiness. ...and much more. Don't be dim-witted...be quick-witted. Become the king/queen of your wit by developing a razor-sharp wit to be reckon with. Respect the wit!
Delicious Dishes from Your Slow Cooker, Pressure Cooker, Multicooker, and Instant Pot®
100 Simple Recipes for Spectacular Results -- with Photographs of Every Step
Build Instant Trust and Respect with Anyone You Meet
The Mac Almanac
Instant PhoneGap Social App Development
Home Networking with Microsoft Windows XP Step by Step

Discover the principles, practices, and insider secrets of paid professional speaking success in 77 instant-access “microchapters” that will help you market your smarts, monetize your message, and dramatically expand your reach and revenue. For thought-leading CEOs,
executives, consultants, and entrepreneurs, the true test of your personal brand comes down to one simple question: When you speak, do people listen? In Do It! Speaking, nationally-acclaimed marketing expert and host of the The Speaking Show Podcast David Newman teaches
you how to build a thriving speaking career. Regardless of the speaking venue: in-person events, virtual appearances, conference stages, and any other place where you are being paid to share your expertise with an audience, the powerful articulation of your value,
relevance, and impact is what makes experts stand out. But where do you start when you’re trying to build your speaking platform? This book is the definitive guide on how to: Develop your speaking-driven revenue streams. Quickly commercialize your knowledge in today’s
economy. Bolster your visibility, credibility, and bank account. Become a better messenger of your company’s message and dominate your marketplace. Do It! Speaking shows you the inside track on marketing, positioning, packaging, prospecting, outreach, sales, and how to
get more and better speaking gigs on behalf of your company, your brand, and yourself.
Simple, comforting Instant Pot meals from #1 bestselling author and superstar blogger Jeffrey Eisner, featuring color photos of every step in each mouthwatering recipe. Aren’t we all hungry for a little comfort? Fresh off of two #1 national bestsellers, Jeffrey Eisner is
back with a crave-worthy collection of recipes that make it feel like everything’s all right in the world. You'll get his “Pressure Luck” spin on classics and brand-new creations such as: Cacio e Pepe French Onion Risotto Chicken Gnocchi Soup New York-style Pastrami
Garlic Mashed Potatoes Cream of Bacon Soup Reuben Rotini Korean Beef Bulgogi Tacos and a sinfully decadent Stuffed S'mores Cake. These heart-warming, super-satisfying, intensely flavorful dishes are easy to prepare in your Instant Pot pressure cooker. Eisner also includes
variations to adapt many dishes to your lifestyle (from vegan to keto), and a whole chapter devoted to recipes that use only 7 ingredients or less. With hundreds of crystal-clear pictures guiding every step, and recipes featuring easy-to-find ingredients and even easierto-master techniques, The Simple Comforts Step-by-Step Instant Pot Cookbook combines the magic of your favorite comfort food with the speed and simplicity of your favorite kitchen appliance. Get cooking—and put a smile on your plate.
The Instant-Series Presents "Instant Genius" How to Think Like a Genius to Be One Instantly! When you hear the word "genius" - what immediately pops into your mind? Perhaps, people like Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton, Leonardo da Vinci, and Thomas Edison just to name a
few. What did all these folks have? What was the common factor that made them a genius? And is possible for you to also be like them? Now what is a genius? Geniuses are, first and foremost, extraordinary individuals... They are always somewhat ahead of their time, and
their contributions to the world have shaped society into what we know it as of today with all the remarkable fleets of advanced achievements unheard of in the past - just look at how far we have come with modern medicine, science, technologies, etc. And geniuses have
helped mankind evolved into more intelligent beings - pushing us to all strive for even greater possibilities. So how to become a genius? The widely-accepted notion is...you're either born with a genius IQ or not; however, being a genius has less to do with your level of
intelligence. Everybody has their own form of genius. The key is how to unlock that inner genius of yours. Within "Instant Genius": * How to easily create a custom "genius trigger button" step-by-step, so you can activate it to turn on your full-intellectual mental
capacity at will, at anywhere, and at anytime. * How to channel your inner genius through the power of your subconscious mind, by doing the "subconscious self-session" technique to open doors to new ways of thinking. * How to use personalized "visual mental imprints" as
your sources of inspirations and motivations to spark your creative genius to generate unlimited innovative ideas. * How to develop genius reflexes to handle any complex problem and come up with ingenious solution to have people look up to you, always wanting to hear what
you have to say. * How to optimize your mind to work in relentless genius mode with full concentration and inexhaustible energy where obstacles no longer exist, through an in-depth "4-stages process" you can implement whenever you want. * Plus, custom practical "how-to"
strategies, techniques, applications and exercises on how to think like a genius. ...and much more. All of us has the potential to be our own geniuses. You just only need to be guided on how to unleash that genius brain power within you - to finally realize what you're
truly capable of. You will be amazed and even surprised yourself.
Windows Command Line Administration Instant Reference
The Instant Survivor
Instant Wit
Instant Networking
Decoding the Patterns of Human Connection
Instant Appeal
"Linux Clustering" is the premier resource for system administrators wishing to implement clustering solutions on the many types of Linux systems. It guides Linux Administrators through difficult tasks while offering helpful tips and tricks.
The perfect companion to any book on Windows Server 2008 or Windows 7, and the quickest way to access critical information Focusing just on the essentials of command-line interface (CLI), Windows Command-Line Administration Instant Reference easily shows how to quickly perform day-to-day tasks of Windows administration without ever
touching the graphical user interface (GUI). Specifically designed for busy administrators, Windows Command-Line Administration Instant Reference replaces many tedious GUI steps with just one command at the command-line, while concise, easy to access answers provide solutions on the spot. Provides practical examples, step-by-step
instructions, and contextual information Quick-reference style delivers the commands needed for managing data and the network; working with Active Directory; performing diagnostics and maintenance; and, creating batch files and scripts Covers administration for Windows Server 2008 Server Core, Windows Server 2008 (including R2), and
Windows 7 Administrators can get more done in less time with CLI than they can with the standard GUI. Compact enough to keep on hand at all times, Windows Command-Line Administration Instant Reference provides administrators with a convenient, fast and simple way to use CLI.
With this book, you will: Build your personal brand & unlock more job opportunities Make new connections that genuinely support and appreciate you Live a life full of awesome people who wants you to succeed My name is Tam and through networking... I was able to land my dream job as the Entrepreneurship Director for Camp BizSmart, teaching
at places like Stanford University. I got to host events and connect with major influencers like Venture Capitalists, Investors, and Entrepreneurs at VC firms on Sand Hill Road. I met my entrepreneur heroes: Steve Blank, Eric Ries, and Alex Osterwalder. I also geo connected with my other role models like James Altucher & Ryan Porter. I was able to
land speaking gigs for clients like Rotary International, AIESEC United States, & TEDx! Because of my network, I have to consistently turn down job opportunities from powerful people because I simply cannot do them all. I'm not saying this to brag, I'm sharing this with you to prove that ANY ONE can do this. When I graduated from school, I was a
NOBODY. The best advice I got was: "Just go network!" But honestly, what does "networking" even mean!? Does that mean I have to suck up to people for them to like or notice me? Why would business professionals want to talk to a young guy like me? I was confused. No one taught me how to network. I always imagined we had to exchange
business cards with each other and talk about golf. Fast forward two years later, I have been blessed to be connected with many influential people including entrepreneurs, authors, investors, business professionals, creative artists, and so much more. I didn't grow up rich. My family isn't well-connected. I'm not blessed with any special talents. So
how did I do it? I want to share exactly what I did to build my network so that you don't have to go through the hardships and struggles that I went through. In this book, it will show you step by step what mindset you should have, proven tactics on how to connect with people, and how to get started immediately. Regardless if you're a college
student, graduate, working full-time, or even unemployed... These tips and techniques have been PROVEN to drive massive results. Networking is a massively useful skill that will open so many opportunities for you. Mastering networking would not only lead to more job offers and new connections but help build an awesome support group to
motivate & inspire you. This precious skill is something that school will never teach you but all the secrets are here... What are you waiting for?: )
Twitter Power
Effortless
Network Magazine
How to Network
The Internet
Instant Family Meals

Grow your business, build your career, find more customers, and build a valuable support network of likeminded business people. Networking is a crucial skill for all professionals and business owners. Quite simply, it’s a fast and effective way to build your business or career - and excellent networking skills will set you apart from the competition. Business Networking For Dummies shows you how to get
the most out of networking - both online and offline. With Business Networking For Dummies, you’ll learn to: Use business networking to grow and develop your business Find the right platform or platforms to build your own network and ‘assemble your crowd’ Pitch yourself and your business with confidence Get the most out of face-to-face networking events - including valuable tips on presentation
skills and sound bites! Join up your ‘real life’ and online networking Measure your networking success Follow up with new contacts successfully “This is a cornerstone book for anyone involved in running a smaller business and wishing to deploy networking as an enquiry source. It is clear, concise and provides a complete education for succeeding in, what is for some, a difficult environment." Ben
Kench, Leading UK sales trainer and business growth specialist "I’ve read this entire book from start to finish and so should you because, when you know what you’re doing, business networking does work, and by following the blueprint that Stef has set down for you: first you’ll learn, then you’ll earn.” Brad Burton, Managing Director, 4Networking Ltd.
Written as a practical guide, CloudFlare Starter will show you all you need to know in order to effectively improve your online presence in a multitude of different ways."CloudFlare Starter" is a practical yet accessible guide for website owners looking to optimize their site for optimum security and maximum performance.
An exploration of the hidden causes underlying the choices we make, Instant Appeal is an eye-opening look at what really works and what doesn't when it comes to making impressions and getting the results you want."--Jacket.
Instant Healing
MoneySmarts: the Business of Business
How to Be Witty and Come Up with the Right Things to Say Instantly!
OS X Mountain Lion Server For Dummies
201 SuperEntrepreneur Tips for Instant Business Success
Business Networking For Dummies

An all-in-one guide that covers every angle of home wireless networking from product selection to implementation and maintenance, this book covers XP and has full chapters on security, troubleshooting, and adding servers.
It's normal to feel overwhelmed by the hard things in life, but lately doesn't it seem like we're feeling this way a lot more often than we used to? The problem isn't a lack of motivation or effort, but that motivation and effort are limited resources. The more we deplete them, the more burnt
out we get, making it even harder to produce the results we want. In 'Effortless', Greg McKeown show us how to make essential tasks easier so that we can accomplish more of what matters, without burning out. From the author of 'Essentialism'.
CD-ROM contains: RUNE (Rudimentary Network Emulator) software
How To Get Instant Trust, Belief, Influence and Rapport!
Building and Maintaining Linux Clusters
How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a Time
The Simple Comforts Step-by-Step Instant Pot Cookbook
The 8 Primal Factors that Create Blockbuster Success
The Brown Mouse
“One of the most interesting and useful books ever written on networking.”—Adam Grant Social Chemistry will utterly transform the way you think about “networking.” Understanding the contours of your social network can dramatically enhance personal relationships, work life, and even your global impact. Are you an Expansionist, a Broker, or a Convener? The answer matters more than you think. . . . Yale professor Marissa King shows how
anyone can build more meaningful and productive relationships based on insights from neuroscience, psychology, and network analytics. Conventional wisdom says it's the size of your network that matters, but social science research has proven there is more to it. King explains that the quality and structure of our relationships has the greatest impact on our personal and professional lives. As she illustrates, there are three basic types of networks,
so readers can see the role they are already playing: Expansionist, Broker, or Convener. This network decoder enables readers to own their network style and modify it for better alignment with their life plans and values. High-quality connections in your social network strongly predict cognitive functioning, emotional resilience, and satisfaction at work. A well-structured network is likely to boost the quality of your ideas, as well as your pay.
Beyond the office, social connections are the lifeblood of our health and happiness. The compiled results from dozens of previous studies found that our social relationships have an effect on our likelihood of dying prematurely—equivalent to obesity or smoking. Rich stories of Expansionists like Vernon Jordan, Brokers like Yo-Yo Ma, and Conveners like Anna Wintour, as well as personal experiences from King's own world of connections, inform
this warm, engaging, revelatory investigation into some of the most consequential decisions we can make about the trajectory of our lives.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
Two hundred entries offer profiles of key figures; essays on such topics as cookies, content filtering, and digital libraries; and a chronology beginning with the prehistory of the Internet from 1843-1956 and concluding with the 2004 presidential campaign.
Do It! Marketing
How to Think Like a Genius to Be One Instantly!
Radio Resource Management for Wireless Networks
The Electrician
The Easiest and Most Satisfying Comfort Food Ever — With Photographs of Every Step
Instant Genius

Create a Mac network in your home or office There's no doubt about it: Macs, iPhones, and iPads have invaded the workplace. But, you don't need an IT department to administer a Mac network in your home or business. This friendly guide explains everything you need to know to set one up yourself using OS X Mountain Lion Server. First,
you'll find an easy, quick-start way to implement OS X Mountain Lion on a Mac Mini. From there, you'll learn how to set up DNS, iCal Server, Podcast Producer, Wiki Server, file sharing, mail services, and more. This book helps you set up profile support for your iPhone and iPad and provides ways to configure iCloud in the home or office to
keep your business data safe. Explains how to set up, secure, and troubleshoot a Mac network with OS X Mountain Lion Server Covers how to configure the server as well as DNS, iCal Server, Podcast Producer, Wiki Server, Spotlight Server, iChat Server, File Sharing, and Mail Services Shows Windows administrators how to easily incorporate
Macs into their network Also covers support for iOS devices and ways you can use iCloud to keep your data secure when you hit the road for business travel Take control of your network and make administering it a snap with OS X Mountain Lion Server For Dummies.
Harness the power of Hawaiian Shamanism to rapidly heal yourself using the power of your body, energy, and mind. Our bodies and minds are inextricably woven together in a complex and powerful way. In Instant Healing: Mastering the Way of the Hawaiian Shaman Using Words, Images, Touch, and Energy, readers will learn how to explore
and strengthen that connection to promote wellness. Using the wisdom of Hawaiian shamanism, author Serge Kahili King offers a radical path towards drug-free healing. All forms of injury—whether mental or physical, from disease, trauma, or illness— incur physical tension and stress. King offers a radical reinterpretation by showing that this
physical tension and stress is not the result of the injury or disharmony, but rather the cause of it. By working to eliminate this root stress readers can achieve physical and mental healing for themselves without resorting to invasive methods. Written in a jargon-free and easily accessible style, Instant Healing will teach you to use the power of
words, the power of imagination, the power of touch, and the power of energy to aide in the healing of all types of ailments. This 20th anniversary edition includes a new introduction featuring a bonus healing technique. The book also features a special section on emergency techniques that can be used with a minimum of explanation to bring
rapid relief. Instant Healing will transform the way you consider your body and empower you to take control in a new way.
A fresh take on the vital business skill of networking Networking is something that many of us dread and try to avoid at all costs. But no longer the sole remit of sales people, it has become a vital business skill for us all. Expected to negotiate effectively through our careers, social lives and online presence, networking 24/7 has become a real
challenge. Many experts believe that you need to be super confident or a brilliant presenter in order to network to the best of your ability but networking has changed. Let Stefan Thomas show you how to take a fresh look at Networking 2.0 and teach you how networking is no longer just something we do with other people and it's no longer an
activity, it's a new way of thinking and acting. Instant Networking will show you how to build networking into all that you do, whether you're self-employed, fresh out of education and ready to take on the world or just ready to make your presence known. Learn how to: Combine networking, social media, marketing, and sales skills to give a full
picture of how to network effectively Explore how to establish your personal brand Build networking into your existing day-to-day activities Deal with the key challenges people face at networking events
The Simple Way to Build Your Business Network and See Results in Just 6 Months
A Historical Encyclopedia
Linux Clustering
The Step-by-Step Instant Pot Cookbook
26 Instant Marketing Ideas to Build Your Network Marketing Business
The Competitive Edge in Business Technology
Readers can learn just what they need to know about setting up a home network with the Windows XP operating system. With STEP BY STEP, users can work through every lesson in the book or choose their own best starting point. The book uses easy-to-follow instructions and friendly, nonintimidating language to explain how to set up and use a simple Windows XP-based home server.
Making dinner for the family is a whole lot easier and delicious with these healthy recipes for your slow cooker, pressure cooker, multicooker, and Instant Pot®. In Instant Family Meals, cookbook author and mom-of-two Sarah Copeland shows home cooks how to make dinner time a less stressful
proposition with 75 inspired breakfasts, snacks, dinners, and even desserts thanks to the speed and efficiency of the multicooker, pressure cooker, slow cooker, and Instant Pot®. Sarah's straightforward instructions, encouraging advice, and time saving tips make meal planning, prep, and
cooking that much easier. Dishes like Cacio e Pepe Risotto, Double Vegetable Pot Roast, Late Summer Bean Stew with Fresh Mint, and 10-Minute Pistou with Pasta and Herbs bring an elevated touch and any-night practicality to family meal time favorites. Beyond dinner, Sarah explores hands-off
breakfasts like All-Purpose Breakfast Fritatta and Coconut Rice Porridge with Bananas and Raspberry Jam, desserts such as Easy Caramel Flan and Summer Berry Crumble, and cozy drinks like French Hot Chocolate and Spiced Cider. Instant Family Meals is the busy, modern family's go-to resource for
arriving at the kind of meal that fuels not just tonight's ballet lesson or the next soccer game, but a whole delicious way of living.
Consume social network feeds and share social network content using native plugins and PhoneGap Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results. This book will guide you through using the Twitter JSON API and Phonegap as a simple way to consume
social media content. You'll also be able to share content to Twitter using the Twitter Web Intents. Learn how to consume content using Twitter's JSON API. Learn how to use the Twitter Web Intents to share content on the Twitter social network. Learn how to install plugins for Phonegap. Learn
how to create apps for multiple platforms using the same code. In Detail Social media integration in our apps is almost a requirement. Using Phonegap, some plugins, and JSON, we can create an app that consumes Twitter feeds and allows the user to share on Twitter. "Instant PhoneGap Social App
Development" shows you how to create compelling mobile apps that integrate with social media based on Phonegap. The book will show you how to consume Twitter feeds and also share content to Twitter using Twitter Web Intents. Using code listings and easy steps, this book will guide you through
the process of creating a Phonegap app, adding plugins, and using the Twitter API and Twitter's web intents. You'll learn how to install PhoneGap plugins so that you can extend the capabilities of your application. You'll also be introduced to Twitter's JSON API and Twitter's Web Intents which
allow the consuming of feed content and the posting of content to Twitter respectively. Along the way, you'll also learn how to create a cross-platform mobile app that works on iOS and Android.
Social Chemistry
Make it Easier to Do what Matters Most
13 Ways To Create Open Minds By Talking To The Subconscious Mind
Complete Wireless Home Networking
RIght Ways to Respond When Things Go Wrong
Network World

"A fresh look at networking in the 21st century, this book joins up networking, social media, marketing and sales skills to give readers a full picture of how to network effectively both online and in the real-world"-176 pages of amazing marketing lessons and case studies to get more prospects for your business immediately.
The Psychodynamics of Social Networking
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